Harold Attridge, dean of the College of Arts and Letters, has announced that he will be leaving Notre Dame after this academic year. Attridge, a member of the theology department, decided this past summer to accept the Lilian Kraus Chair of New Testament Studies at Yale University. When interviewed, he cited several reasons for making this move, among them Yale's Divinity School's prestige in his field of biblical studies.

"Part of the attraction of Yale is the quality of the university, the library, and the tradition in my area of study," Harold Attridge expressed excitement at the possibility of playing a key role in a new academic initiative being undertaken at Yale to rebuild its program of New Testament studies. Because of the many responsibilities he has had as dean since 1991, Attridge has had little time for research in theology, and then he is looking forward to the new opportunities Yale will offer. Within the next decade, he plans to publish a commentary on the Gospel of John for the highly prestigious Hermenia Commentary Series.

Looking back on his five years as dean of the College of Arts and Letters, Attridge considered one of his most important accomplishments to be the hiring of new faculty members in the College. "We decided that we really needed to have more faculty around, because given our commitments to teaching and research, we weren't able to cover all those bases adequately with the size of the faculty we had," he explained of his early term decisions. Attridge also recalled the curriculum expansions in some Arts and Letters programs. During his term, several language programs have been bolstered with new faculty members and increased funding, giving the College a more international flavor. He cited the important accomplishments to be the hiring of new faculty members in the College. "We decided that we really needed to have more faculty around, because given our commitments to teaching and research, we weren't able to cover all those bases adequately with the size of the faculty we had," he explained of his early term decisions. Attridge also recalled the curriculum expansions in some Arts and Letters programs. During his term, several language programs have been bolstered with new faculty members and increased funding, giving the College a more international flavor. He cited the importance of the attraction of Yale, the quality of the university, the library, and the tradition in my area of study. Harold Attridge considered one of his most important accomplishments to be the hiring of new faculty members in the College.

Marriages between faculty members involve sacrifice. For example, Professor Angela Borelli, (above) an assistant professor in the department of Romance language and literature, put her career on hold to stay at home to raise her son while her husband, Mario, began his career as an associate professor at Notre Dame’s math department. But there are advantages, too, Professor Mei-Chi Shaw and her husband, Professor Hsueh-Chia Chang (above right), enjoy the benefits of geographic convenience and an understanding of each other’s work.

When Professor Joan Brennecke began teaching at Notre Dame in 1989, her husband, Mark Stadtherr, was employed as a tenured professor of chemical engineering at the University of Illinois. For six-and-a-half years the couple endured the hardships of a long-distance married relationship, seeing each other only on weekends and during breaks. The arrangement was hardly a pleasant experience for Brennecke and Stadtherr, living in separate homes in cities 200 miles apart. "I didn’t feel like I really belonged here," says Brennecke, an associate professor of chemical engineering. "I felt like I wasn’t really a part of Notre Dame. I almost had two lives, which could be very confusing at times. I never knew which cable channels were which, or where things were in the grocery store.

However, the pressures of living apart were finally alleviated for Brennecke when, in January of this year, Stadtherr was employed as a tenured professor of chemical engineering at Notre Dame in 1989, her husband, Mark Stadtherr, was employed as a tenured professor of chemical engineering at the University of Illinois. During his term, several language programs have been bolstered with new faculty members and increased funding, giving the College a more international flavor. He cited the importance of the attraction of Yale, the quality of the university, the library, and the tradition in my area of study. Harold Attridge considered one of his most important accomplishments to be the hiring of new faculty members in the College.

Harold Attridge, dean of the College of Arts and Letters, announced his resignation from the University, effective at the end of the academic year. He will move to Yale University, where he will assume the position of Lilian Kraus Chair of New Testament Studies.
A challenge to appreciate

When you sign your name to a student ticket booklet for Notre Dame football, you are committing to over six days of your life, in a way. A football game usually lasts the entire afternoon, when you add up the hours spent tailgating, the ride to and from the game and the after-game.

The football program is a huge part of this community, and it's a great part, at that. But I thought I'd use this space today to remind you that there are plenty of other events which match your passion.

Let's face it. This academic community is a rich environment for learning. Daily, there are lectures on campus which address a number of issues, from feminism to multi-cultural affairs to political issues of every kind. There are concerts, poetry readings, and plays, produced and performed by our fellow students. There are debates, charity runs, and class presentations on faith and co-residentiality and nearly whatever you can imagine.

Basically, in this community, everything is served to us on a silver platter. We have our pick of any event speakers to hear and lectures to attend and courses to support. They bring us concerts, plays, movies, and hypnotists. They are all at our disposal, basically, on a daily basis.

How many of us get so caught up in study, papers, exams, and presentations, and the like, that we neglect to take advantage of such a rich community and so many opportunities for further learning? And we consistently partake of are six football Saturdays.

Most of us would feel guilty if we dared to miss a game. We often take it for granted that these games are fun and that we neglect to take advantage of such an atmosphere and so many opportunities. It's nice to be in Notre Dame and to be a Notre Dame fan, but we need to take the time to see the other events we have here. There are so many students and administrative persons working hard here to bring us quality entertainment and discussion and to make us active participants in the Notre Dame and academic community, to tap the rich environment and so many opportunities.

You can imagine. This is in the Snite. We can't seem to find football.

We can't seem to find football. We can't seem to find football. We can't seem to find football.

So I challenge you, as members of this academic community, to tap the rich resources of your current environment. I challenge you to make an effort to be an active participant of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's community, and I challenge you to cultivate the same enthusiasm and dedication to non-football related events as you have for football.

As a kid sporting straight A's, Vice President Al Gore basked in the reviews of his debate performance and proudly presented it in his home state Thursday. "It's nice to be in Knoxville, riding this bus on a Friday from Morocco, where he is directing a film about the Dalai Lama, Tibet's religious leader. Scorsese becomes the 25th recipient of the award, which will be presented on Feb. 20. Past recipients include Fred Astaire, John Ford, Humphrey Bogart, and this year, Clint Eastwood. Scorsese is considered by many the world's greatest filmmakers," said ABI board chairman Tom Pollock. The 53-year-old director came to prominence with "Mean Streets" (1973) and "Taxi Driver," in which Robert De Niro played a disturbed cab driver roaming the urban jungle. Scorsese has received three Academy Award nominations for best director for "Raging Bull" (1980), "The Last Temptation of Christ" (1988) and "Goodfellas" (1990). Two of his screenplays, "Goodfellas" and "The Age of Innocence" (1993) have also received Oscar nominations. Scorsese's latest, "Casino," which is in theaters now, is a gangster saga.

"Pet detective" con man arrested

An Ace Ventura wannabe has landed in jail, accused of posing as a pet detective and hooking a couple who had lost their parrot. Richard Latta responded to a newspaper ad placed by Deborah Geissman, who was looking for her missing orange and brown parrot. Latta gave Geissman a price of $100 and said he would return the bird. "There were 1,000 red flags that went up, but I missed my little bird so much," Mrs. Geissman said. "I just fell for it." Geissman and her husband met the man and took him to a nearby neighborhood. Before getting in the car, the man asked the couple to pay the $60 in reward money for the person who had the bird. He got out, and that was the last they saw of him, police said. Latta was charged Monday with two counts of theft by deception. He has been released on his own recognizance. "The birds flew the coop, and we put a suspect in a cage," Sgt. Charles Wernz said.

Powell apologizes for racial slur

Retired Gen. Colin Powell apologized for an ethnic slur against Chinese in a speech last weekend. Speaking about affirmative action and the global economic forces that will dominate the 21st century, Powell was quoted as saying: "If you give 1.3 billion Chinese in this century what they want, they can compete with a Salad Shooter for $9.95." In a letter Wednesday to the Organized Chinese Americans Inc. and the Japanese American Citizens League, Powell said he was "in no way implying that Chinese or Japanese in America are second-class citizens." He added: "I should have settled for saying "compete," instead of saying 'compete with a Salad Shooter'...I intended to say 'compete with a Salad Shooter' as honest as possible — so much so -- that I should have said "compete with a Salad Shooter."

"The context in which I used the word was a positive one as I recalled the economic progress the Chinese people have made in China by the unleashing of the creative and entrepreneurial potential of the Chinese people," the letter said. "I apologize for any offense it may have caused."
Survey fails to honor ND MBA

By MICHAEL LEWIS

The number one school according to corporate recruiters was the University of Pennsylvania, and the graduates' favorite school was Virginia. Harvard had both the highest average starting salary and number of job offers with $110,640 and 4.2, respectively.

One facet of graduate business education that Business Week considered was the timeliness of a graduate's MBA. The top five schools in this regard were UCLA, Michigan, Washington, Carnegie Mellon, and Vanderbilt, while the worst were Chicago, Yale, Thunderbird, Rochester, and Texas.

Another facet of graduate business education that Business Week considered was the timeliness of a graduate's MBA. The top five schools in this regard were Brigham Young, Dartmouth, MIT, and Carnegie Mellon.

The top five schools in the top 25 posted an increase in average starting salaries of $110,640 for the five schools, $110,640, and $110,640, and $110,640, respectively. Another advantage that these schools provide is that Business Week considers the timeliness of a graduate's MBA. The top five schools in this regard were Brigham Young, Dartmouth, MIT, and Carnegie Mellon.

The top five schools in the top 25 posted an increase in average starting salaries of $110,640 for the five schools, $110,640, and $110,640, and $110,640, respectively. Another advantage that these schools provide is that Business Week considers the timeliness of a graduate's MBA. The top five schools in this regard were Brigham Young, Dartmouth, MIT, and Carnegie Mellon.

The top five schools in the top 25 posted an increase in average starting salaries of $110,640 for the five schools, $110,640, and $110,640, and $110,640, respectively. Another advantage that these schools provide is that Business Week considers the timeliness of a graduate's MBA. The top five schools in this regard were Brigham Young, Dartmouth, MIT, and Carnegie Mellon.

The top five schools in the top 25 posted an increase in average starting salaries of $110,640 for the five schools, $110,640, and $110,640, and $110,640, respectively. Another advantage that these schools provide is that Business Week considers the timeliness of a graduate's MBA. The top five schools in this regard were Brigham Young, Dartmouth, MIT, and Carnegie Mellon.
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Focus on immigration shifts

By VIVIAN GEMBARA
New Yorker

The identity of immigrants in the United States will be an important focus in future immigration policies, according to T. Alex Aleinikoff of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service.

Speaking to a packed room in the Husbrough Center yesterday afternoon, Aleinikoff focused on the future of Immigration Policy by addressing comparisons between the Immigration Control Act of 1986 and the recently passed 300-page immigration bill.

He began by citing the 1986 bill as a clear example of different approaches distinguishing legal and illegal immigration policies. In 1986, illegal immigration was addressed by limiting aliens' employment opportunities. However, Aleinikoff noted that imposing sanctions against employers of illegal immigrants only resulted in a growth of fraudulent documents.

The 1986 act addressed the problem of long-term illegal aliens by granting them instant citizenship, but this attempt to halt further migration from Latin America was unsuccessful. It did bring 3 million illegals "out of the shadows," but it also increased the flow of immediate family members who were subsequently allowed to join their newly-legal relatives.

According to Aleinikoff, the ten years that have passed since these policies were implemented have brought up with California's Proposition 187, which brought about the controversy as an issue of assimilation. "Are the right people immigrating? There is dissatisfaction. The meat-packing industry is currently experiencing a shortage of labor and will be hit in the long-term unless they subscribe to the guest-worker program, which imports workers from other countries."

Aleinikoff also mentioned that issues not covered in the recent immigration bill would emerge as the future's hot topics. For example, because of the Republican party's split, the controversial issue of guest-workers will be brought to debate in the U.S. schools was not addressed in the recent bill.

"We can expect to see much more focus on the illegal side of immigration in the future, but we will begin the debate of naturalization and turn to the question of assimilation," Aleinikoff explained. "Aleinikoff is currently a professor on leave from the University of Michigan Law School."

Academic newsletter debuts, events planned

By CAROLINE BLUM
Saint Mary's Editor

Senior student body members Vice-President Jena Schmit and President Beth Ann Miller announced that, as promised, the SAC will send out its first-ever newsletter next week.

Miller made the announcement at a Friday evening at the Saint Mary's Board of Governance meeting while distributing polished copies of the first issue.

Titled "Spotlight on Academics," the newsletter includes information about clubs and current events with in each academic department at Saint Mary's. Names and phone numbers of the student contacts for each department are also listed to help provide a more personal image for the SAC.

"The SAC has never done something like this before," Miller explained. "In the past, the student representatives of the departments simply reported to SAC. But now, this information is relayed back to the students of Saint Mary's. We just took the next step."

Students should expect to receive copies of "Spotlight on Academics" early next week.

In other news, BOG has big plans coming up for the remainder of the month, including Alcohol Awareness Week and Founder's Day.

A "Double Your Dollars" event kicks off on Monday, Oct. 14. In order to encourage President Nicole Miles has planned the week out carefully with the help of the House of Monks. On Monday, students can pick up bracelets and the winning raffle, worn to show that they will not drink alcohol for the week. Tuesday, the movie "She Said No" will be shown at 7:00 p.m. in Carroll Auditorium.

On Wednesday, nationwide speaker Wendi Fox will share the story of her recovery from alcoholism with the campus at 7:00 p.m. in St. Vincent. And on Thursday, students can eat pizza and participate in the event by throwing away any alcohol they may have in their dorm rooms. On Friday to put on their cars for the drive home for Fall Break.

The annual Founder's Day event kicks off on Tuesday, Oct. 15 at Saint Mary's. BOG has produced T-shirts to sell in honor of the event, commemorating not only the day Saint Mary's was founded, but also its third year as the No. 1 college in the Midwest. The back of the T-shirt lists the definition of the word "excellence" as "excellence is Saint Mary's" written at the bottom.

Student Activities Board Coordinator Lori McKenough has worked with BOG to organize a special Saint Mary's Halloween party this year. With a "murder mystery" theme involving the whole campus, the event kicks off with a randomly posted clue. Later, a member of the Saint Mary's community will be found "dead" for the purposes of the game and the community will be able to find additional clues around campus throughout the rest of the day, with whoever solves the mystery receiving a prize.

That evening, a celebration will take place on campus with cookouts, bobbing-for-apples, and other time-honored Halloween games.

"This is an event that students can really get involved with," McKenough said. "Students can compete with a team or on their own in this section. This event should produce campus unity."

On Thursday, Nov. 7, BOG will co-sponsor Career Day at Saint Mary's College and other job-hopefuls can attend to learn about an array of full-time and part-time positions available. (Great job for students) $6.00 starting wage.

For more info, contact Becky Metler at 289-0385 ext. 258.
promoted Kirk to deny the College Democrats’ request. The University administration and the sponsoring organizations disagree on who is the official author of that first request.

On Wednesday, Sean Gallavan, a senior at Notre Dame and co-chair of the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Students of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College, prompted Kirk to deny the College Democrats’ request, stating that the idea of the event was perfectly valid, but the earlier request made him unable to approve the demonstration.

"Let me make clear that my inability to approve the proposed event does not arise from any difficulty inherent in the proposed function itself," Kirk wrote in the letter. "If initially the College Democrats had decided to independently organize a denally or reserve space to host a picnic to show support for National Coming Out Week, such events would have been eligible for approval.

"It is clear to this office, however, from references in The Observer, as well as from a prior effort by GLND/SMC to register this same event with the Office of Residence Life, that GLND/SMC is the sponsor of this function," Kirk’s letter continued.

The references in The Observer include classified ads that have run throughout the week and an item in Wednesday’s Hall Presidents Council article that stated the HPC would co-sponsor the event according to du Lac. The guidelines do not state that a member of the University community may organize such a demonstration without approval.

Kirk, however, said that action, submitted on official GLND/SMC letterhead, constituted a formal request by GLND/SMC. Because GLND/SMC is not a University-recognized student group, it cannot organize such a demonstration, according to du Lac. Consequently, when the College drifting the picnic request, Kirk said he could not approve it.

In the letter to the College Democrats, Kirk stated that the idea of the event was perfectly valid, but the earlier request made him unable to approve the demonstration.

"Let me make clear that my inability to approve the proposed event does not arise from any difficulty inherent in the proposed function itself," Kirk wrote in the letter. "If initially the College Democrats had decided to independently organize a denally or reserve space to host a picnic to show support for National Coming Out Week, such events would have been eligible for approval.

"It is clear to this office, however, from references in The Observer, as well as from a prior effort by GLND/SMC to register this same event with the Office of Residence Life, that GLND/SMC is the sponsor of this function," Kirk’s letter continued.

The references in The Observer include classified ads that have run throughout the week and an item in Wednesday’s Hall Presidents Council article that stated the HPC would co-sponsor the event according to du Lac. The guidelines do not state that a member of the University community may organize such a demonstration without approval.

Kirk, however, said that action, submitted on official GLND/SMC letterhead, constituted a formal request by GLND/SMC. Because GLND/SMC is not a University-recognized student group, it cannot organize such a demonstration, according to du Lac. Consequently, when the College

Rally continued from page 1

Attention Irish football fans! This Friday’s pep rally at the Joyce Center is scheduled to start at 7 P.M. However, the Joyce Center is expected to reach capacity very early.

The early admission plan was a huge success at the OSU rally, with 3,200 students gaining entrance!

So again this Friday, from 5:30 - 5:45 P.M., only students with a valid student I.D. will be admitted through Gate 11.

After that, general admission will begin at Gate 10.

Get there early to cheer on the team! GO IRISH! BEAT HUSKIES!
Canadian auto strike rattles GM jobs in U.S.

By JOHN HUGHES

DETROIT

The weeklong strike by Canadian autoworkers finally brought General Motors to a halt in Canada on Thursday and could shut down U.S. assembly plants in quick order.

Workers at GM's three remaining Canadian plants — in Woodstock, London and Windsor, Ontario, walked off the job late Wednesday night, putting the total number of walkouts at 24,516.

The shutdown was felt south of the border Thursday with 100 more layoffs at a GM transmission plant in Ypsilanti, Mich., because the parts they make were no longer needed at plants struck in Canada.

Monday, 800 workers at the Ypsilanti plant and 1,050 workers at an engine plant in Tonawanda, N.Y., were laid off due to the Canadian strike.

"These U.S. plants will start to experience shortages and have to shut down" if the CAW results Thursday, analysts have said layoffs are inevitable because of the tight linkage among all of GM's 29 North American plants. An 18-hour strike by 2,700 GM chassis workers in Ypsilanti, Mich., because the parts they make were no longer needed at assembly plants, prompted GM to halt in Canada, on Thursday.

GM spokesman Tom Kilpiö said the automaker would not speculate on how the CAF strike might further affect production and jobs in the United States.

"Most of our U.S. assembly plants receive material from Canada," he said, and Canadian plants get parts made in the United States. "With all of our component plants, that's a pretty complex situation."

Analysts have said layoffs are inevitable because of the tight linkage among all of GM's North American plants. An 18-day strike by 2,700 GM chassis workers in Dayton, Ohio last March halted production at 26 of GM's 29 North American assembly plants, prompting more than 177,000 layoffs.

Contract talks brought no results Thursday.

Fire at NBC disrupts 'Today'

13 injured as 300 firefighters battle blaze

By SARAH CHRISTIAN

NEW YORK

A smoky fire at NBC's 70-story headquarters early Thursday knocked the local TV affiliate off the air, briefly disrupted the "Today" show and caused minor injuries to 13 people.

More than 300 firefighters battled the blaze at the landmark GE Building in Rockefeller Center for more than four hours before bringing it under control.

The fire, which was confined to the fifth through 10th floors, was believed to have started in a 10th-floor electrical closet at the network's local affiliate, WNBC.

Early morning programming for the New York area was knocked out.

"Today," which broadcasts from a glass-enclosed studio across the street, began on schedule, but the video signal was interrupted at one point and Katie Couric spent some of the morning co-hosting from the street.

Taping of the Rosie O'Donnell and Maureen O'Boyle talk shows had to be postponed, and the network's evening news show was broadcast from Washington.

Conan O'Brien left the studio to tape his latenight talk show outside in front of the skating rink.

Fewer than 100 of NBC's 2,000 employees were in the building when the fire broke out at 4 a.m. All were evacuated.

Thirteen people were treated for smoke inhalation, including at least two firefighters.

The cause of the fire was under investigation. NBC said it may have been started by a generator at a section under construction.

The Art Deco building houses the studios for such programs as "NBC Nightly News," "Late Night with Conan O'Brien" and "Saturday Night Live." Tourists know it for the skating rink and the towering Christmas tree outside.
Couples

continued from page 1

joined the faculty of Notre Dame's department of chemical engineering.

"I belong here now," Brown says. "This is probably the best arrangement for my overall well-being not to be so juxtaposed between two places." In a recent article, The Observer reported an increasing number of academic couples like Brennecke and Stadtherr as making career changes and sacrifices to land two jobs on the same campus. Meanwhile, more universities, including Notre Dame, are working to make such arrangements possible.

Accommodating couples

According to Notre Dame's provost, Nathan Hatch, accommodating married couples has become an important part of the University's mission to hire the most qualified faculty candidates.

"It's immensely complicated," Hatch says, "especially with spouses in different departments. But in severe cases we've come up with different positions to make it possible.

"It's a great strategy for hiring and retaining especially important in South Bend because we're in a metropolitan area. It means that if we want to hire a particular person, we sometimes have to be as creative as possible in trying to make such spousal arrangements work."

Professor Teresa Godwin Phelps has come to a similar arrangement at the site of the Notre Dame Law School with her husband, Digger, who is head coach of the men's basketball team at Notre Dame. They have to live in South Bend when his team is on the road.

"It's really unusual to find two jobs on the same campus," Phelps says. "But at a school like Notre Dame, it's a critical issue, especially for hiring women in two-income families. Notre Dame is not in a big city, and a lot of couples today are two-job families.

Considerable sacrifices

While finding two jobs on the same campus makes life easier for many faculty couples, most agree that relationships between married academic professionals rarely succeed without considerable career sacrifices on the part of one, or both spouses.

Professor Angela Borelli, an assistant professional specialist in the department of Romance language and literature, stayed at home to raise her son while her husband, Mario, began his career as an associate professor at Notre Dame's math department. Only after the couple's son reached junior high did Ms. Borelli begin her own teaching career.

"In our case," Ms. Borelli says, "his career came before mine."

While in the Borelli family it was Ms. Borelli who made the biggest sacrifices, in many other relationships the husband is the break-off as young as possible in trying to make the arrangement work.

For Dennis Brown, who serves as associate director of Public Relations and Information for Notre Dame, staying in the same geographic location as his wife Debbie has required several job changes and even a career change on one part. Ms. Brown is currently the head coach of Notre Dame's volleyball team.

Dennis Brown says, "Ms. Brown followed his wife from Colorado Springs to Phoenix and from Phoenix to San Diego while she pursued a career as a college volleyball coach and assistant coach of the national team. When Ms. Brown was given the head coaching position at Notre Dame, Mr. Brown made the switch from journalism to public relations."

"There were a couple of times when I made the sacrifice," Mr. Brown says. "So when we moved here from San Diego in 1990, it was a head coaching position that process before. There was some sacrifice involved on my part, but it's easier for me to find a position than it is for Debbie. There are very few coaching positions out there."

Other Notre Dame couples have taken turns making the sacrifice. When Professor Mei-Chi Shaw's husband, Professor Hoosh-Chia Chang, moved from the University of California Santa Barbara to the University of Notre Dame to be close to Shaw who was teaching at Texas A & M at the time he found the professional change less desirable than desirable.

"He just asked that I would never forgive me for making him leave Santa Barbara," Shaw says. However, soon after Chang's move from California, before the couple arrived at Notre Dame, Shaw also took a position at the University of Houston in order to lessen the distance between them.

"It was a sacrifice for me to go to Houston," Shaw says. "For me, at the time, that move was a big step down."

Work overlap

For some married couples, working on the same campus means little more than receiving paychecks from the same institution. But many others find overlap in their daily routines.

In recent years Brennecke and Stadtherr have taught in the department of chemical engineering, have begun an impressive number of projects together.

"We have lots of projects together now," Brennecke says. "We actually have several funded research grants together. Our research is very different, but we've been able to find some intersections. It's been very successful."

Others find more subtle connections in their work. For the Brenneckes involve teaching on the same campus sometimes means being able to provide one another with helpful information.

"We can phone one in our work overlaps," Mr. Brown says. "One of my responsibilities in the public relations office is to work with the athletic department and sports information office on publicity. So we don't directly involve on-the-field athletic stories dealt with the student in the student-athlete. So sometimes I can bring home some information that might be useful to Debbie in recruiting."

Yet for many other couples, work overlap consists in little more than transportation to and from their respective offices.

"We leave in the morning together and come back in the evening together," Ms. Borelli says. "There's very little overlap beyond that."

Even couples who work in the same department often find that their professional lives are separate to a considerable extent. Kathleen and Steven Farhman, both of whom served for 19 years as law librarians and professors of legal research before retiring in 1985, rarely saw each other during a typical work day.

"We saw very little of each other at work," Ms. Farhman says. "We were like ships passing in the night because we were both too busy."

Pros and cons

Virtually all married couples at Notre Dame contend that working in the same community has both its positive and negative aspects. On the positive side, the couple that life can become very hectic toward the end of the semester."

"One drawback is that when the crunch comes during the semester," Mr. Brown says. "Ms. Borelli says, "There are some type of schedule, which means that things can be very demanding at the same time, especially during finals."
Dole welcomes Powell’s ‘vinegar’ to campaign

By SANDRA SOBIERAJ
Associated Press Writer

CINCINNATI

Bob Dole welcomed Colin Powell’s “vim and vinegar” to the Republicans’ lagging White House race on Thursday and kept up his tease that the popular retired general would be “one of the stars” in his administration.

In Dole’s largest and most spirited crowd in weeks, several thousand people jammed downtown Cincinnati’s Fountain Square on a bright fall day to hear from the Republican presidential candidate, running mate Jack Kemp and Powell.

“My task, specifically, is to introduce you to a straightforward man who has a straightforward vision for America,” Powell said in introducing Dole and saluting the self-described presidential understudy as a fellow soldier.

“He wears proudly the Purple Heart as a daily reminder to him about what fighting for this country is all about,” Powell said of Dole.

Asked offstage what Powell brings to the campaign, Dole said, “It’s a good friend. I think he gives me more vim and vinegar and vitality ... a little excitement, too.”

Excitement was what Dole had hoped to generate with his performance against President Clinton in their first debate last week. But with post-debate polls finding Dole’s double-digit deficit largely unchanged, he has just one week before the final debate to find a comeback route.

In a striking moment late Wednesday, Dole expressed frustration with his campaign and indicated changes would have to be made quickly. He plans a critical meeting with top aides on Saturday to decide where he’ll target his advertising and travel in the final 3 1/2 weeks.

“I don’t pay attention once I’m on the road — I’m out of it all day long 12, 14 hours. But we’re going to ... take a hard look not only at the electoral maps but everything else,” Dole said in an interview on CNN.

For weeks, the campaign has hinted that it would try to stir enthusiasm by announcing Powell as Dole’s pick for secretary of state.

The idea of announcing Cabinet picks in advance has been discussed within the Dole campaign. But Dole, according to campaign sources, has resisted on grounds it would be viewed as a gimmick born of desperation.

Undecided voter Judy Smallwood, a Cincinnati clerk, said Powell was a “drawing card” for the GOP ticket. But, she added, “that still wouldn’t sway me. He’s not the one running, and even secretary of state doesn’t have much say-so on the stuff I care about in government.”

Still, Dole has been eager to involve the former general. Powell has been described by Dole aides as somewhat reluctant to go solo in any prospective Cabinet announcement but willing to be part of a broader list.

Clinton pushes for funds to expand Internet access

By LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.

Envisioning a day when computers are “as much a part of classrooms as blackboards.”

President Clinton moved Thursday to broaden the Internet’s capabili­ties. Aides said the cost for the full five years would be about $500 million if approved by Congress.

“Everything ages, and the Internet is straining under its growing popularity,” the presi­dent said, noting that the glob­al information network began a generation ago as a Defense Department system.

“Looking ahead to invest in the next generation of Internet,” he said.

Clinton began his campaign day in Knoxville by extending congratulations to his running mate, Vice President Al Gore, on his Wednesday night debate with Republican Jack Kemp.

“It’s nice to be in Knoxville riding on Al Gore’s coattails,” Clinton said. “Mr. Kemp is finding out something I learned a long time ago — it’s better to get on the other side of an argument.”

Clinton said his administration will push for $100 million in federal financing in 1998 to begin a five-year project to expand the Internet’s capabili­ties. Aides said the cost for the first five years would be about $500 million if approved by Congress.

“Everything ages, and the Clinton band was heading out to two other battleground states, with rallies planned in Dayton, Ohio, and Louisville, Ky.

Setting out his goal to see every American classroom linked to the Internet, Clinton said, “I want to see the day when computers are as much a part of classrooms as blackboards.”
Hospital massacres lead to military crackdown

By CHRIS TOMLINSON
Associated Press Writer

BUBUMBURA, Burundi

Fighting broke out Thursday between the Zairian army and a group of stateless Tutsis after two massacres at missionary hospitals in eastern Zaire.

Flames and smoke filled the sky above Uvira, an eastern Zairian town, about 12 miles across Lake Tanganyika from the Burundian capital of Bujumbura, where workers reported by radio said the fire and fighting was taking place in a village in the hills just north of Uvira.

The fighting follows two attacks on hospitals over the weekend that killed 50 people. Both are blamed on a Hutu subgroup known as the Banyamulenge, who have lived in Zaire for decades but have been essentially stateless since their citizenship was revoked in 1981.

U.N. spokesman Sylvain Foà said Thursday that the security situation in eastern Zaire had grown "explosive" since govern­ment troops ordered about 400,000 Banyamulenge to leave within a week or face full-scale war.

In a statement Thursday, U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali said dozens of people had been killed and injured in eastern Zaire in recent days.

On Sunday, marauders swept through a Swedish missionary hospital near Lemera, in eastern Zaire, killing at least 38 people, most of them patients who were shot or stabbed in their beds, mission officials said Thursday in Stockholm.

Twelve other people were killed in an attack on a nearby Roman Catholic missionary station, said Dag Bohlin, a spokesman for the Swedish Free Pentecostal Church, which runs the hospital.

Bohlin said 28 patients were killed in their beds, either bayoneted or shot in the mouth. Another six patients were killed in the hospital's garden as they attempted to flee and four hospital workers also were killed, Bohlin said.

Skull may be clue to murder

By BILL CORMIER
Associated Press Writer

MEXICO CITY

Forensic experts began tests Thursday to determine whether an unearthed skull and bones belong to a man suspected of conspiring with the ex-pres­ident's brother to kill a political rival.

The mud-caked skull — dug up Wednesday at a swank ranch owned by Raúl Salinas de Gortari — brother of ex-pres­ident Carlos Salinas de Gortari — could represent powerful new evidence against Raúl Salinas, who is accused of mastermind­ing one of Mexico's most notorious assas­inations.

Raul Salinas has been impris­oned since February 1995 on charges of plotting the murder of a top ruling party official, José Francisco Ruiz Massieu. He has said he is innocent.

Prosecutors are waiting to see if the remains are identified as those of his alleged conspirator, Manuel Munoz Rocha.

Munoz Rocha, a federal con­gressman for the ruling Institutional Revolutionary Party, disappeared after the Sept. 28, 1994, slaying of Ruiz Massieu in Mexico City. Police have long believed Munoz Rocha was dead. Prosecutors theorize that Munoz Rocha fled to Pachuca, about 60 miles northeast of the capital, after the Ruiz Massieu slaying and then returned to Mexico City to meet with Salinas.

Attorney General Antonio Lozano Gracia said the bones found Wednesday at the subur­ban Mexico City ranch were those of a man. Authorities were treating the case as a homicide.

Gracia said investigators were examining a hole in the skull that could indicate a powerful and possibly fatal blow.

Scores of police occupied the estate — known as El Encanto, or "The Enchantment" — after prosecu­tors obtained a warrant to search for Munoz Rocha's remains near the sprawling ranch house, tennis courts and horse trails.

Arafat: 'We will not kneel'

By SAMAR ASSAD
Associated Press Writer

RAMALLAH

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat said Thursday that this week's negotiations with Israel have not yielded results, and warned that his people "will not be forced to kneel for peace."

Frustrated by the hard-line policies of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, Arafat said he would not renegotiate the terms of an Israeli troop withdrawal from Hebron, the last West Bank town still under occupation.

Under the agreement signed by Netanyahu's predecessor, Israeli was to have pulled troops from Hebron, except from six small enclaves where 450 Jewish settlers live among 94,000 Palestinians.

The pullback was delayed after Islamic militias carried out four suicide bombings in February and March. Netanyahu, who took office in June, wants to renegotiate the terms of rede­ployment to provide better secu­rity for the settlers.

Among other things, negotia­tors have demanded that Israeli troops retain the right to chase sus­pects into neighborhoods under Palestinian control.

"There is a clear attempt by Netanyahu to change the agree­ments, if not directly, then indi­rectly," Arafat said Thursday. "Clearly, Netanyahu must know that no one can threaten the Palestinians."

The Palestinians have said they are ready to bring more international peacekeepers into Hebron and increase the number of joint security patrols with the Israelis. However, they have been adamant about not chang­ing the original Hebron agree­ment.

"We are ... the people who opted for peace," Arafat told the Palestinian legislative council during its weekly meeting. "But at the same time, we will not be forced to kneel for peace."

The talks, which began Sunday at the Erez Checkpoint on the Israel-Gaza border, ended Thursday without results.

The parties agreed to resume negotiations next week "to inten­sify and to accelerate their dis­cussions," according to a state­ment by U.S. envoy Dennis Ross, who is overseeing the talks.

National Coming Out Week

EVENTS

Attention all Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Supportive Students:

Ribbons

All students are invited to wear a purple ribbon to show your support for the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual students among us. National Coming Out Week is a time for all students, faculty, and staff to support diversity and honesty in our community.

Picnic

There will be a picnic on Friday, Oct. 11, 11-2 p.m. at Stonehenge for all students, faculty and staff to show your support for the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual students among us. We'll provide the music and fun atmosphere, you bring a bag lunch and a supportive attitude.
Police arrest, question IRA bomb suspect

By SHAWN POGATCHNIK
Associated Press Writer

BELFAST

Detectives interrogated a Belfast man Thursday in connection with the Irish Republican Army attack on the British army headquarters that returned bombing to Northern Ireland.

Police arrested the man at dawn in Poleglass, a vast Catholic neighborhood three miles north of Thiepval Barracks, the key army installation struck Monday by two car bombs. He can be held for up to a week without being charged.

Detectives released photos Wednesday of the three cars used in the attack: two Volvos, each packed with more than 600 pounds of explosives, and a Volkswagen Passat getaway car that was later torched in Poleglass.

It was the first IRA bombing in the British-ruled province since May 1994, and threatened to provoke pro-British paramilitary groups to break their own two-year cease-fire in February, but the IRA and its allied Sinn Fein, which rejoined Sinn Fein must overcome if Sinn Fein-IRA leaders say Sinn Fein is ever to be dealt with a million unionists. "There's a continuing requirement to maintain a secure military environment, the absence of war," Nash said in an interview. "The former warning factions tell me that means continued outside military presence. Their logic is pretty sound."

NATO defense ministers meeting last month in Norway charged military chiefs with drawing up plans based on four options total withdrawal of the 52,000 troops from 30 nations, a deterrence force, one of several options Washington is considering to begin arriving shortly. These soldiers are a "covering force" for the withdrawal of Nash's 1st Armored Division. The inflow and outflow will keep the troop level at about what it is now through the Nov. 22-24 municipal elections.

Student dissident may face trial

By JOHN LEICESTER
Associated Press Writer

BEIJING

Chinese officials told the parents of dissident Wang Dan to hire a lawyer for their son Thursday, the same day that authorities plan to put the former student leader on trial.

Wang Lingyuan, who has not seen her 27-year-old son since he was detained 18 months ago, said court officials gave her until Friday afternoon to find a lawyer. They did not say whether Wang has been formally charged.

"This means they are going to start a trial," she said in a phone interview. "We are anxious trying to find a lawyer."

"They didn't say why they want to prosecute him," she said. "It's the first time they've contacted us."

In a possible ominous sign, Wang's name was mentioned during the trial last year of China's best-known dissident, Wei Jingsheng. Wei was accused of secretly contacting Wang and another dissident and of working with them to bring U.S. pressure to bear on China. Court papers also said Wei discussed with Wang a plan to subvert the government.

Wei, who had already served 14 1/2 years in jail, was given another 14-year prison sentence.

China's Justice Ministry said it had not received any information about Wang, while the State Council and the Public Security Ministry said they have no information about him.

China's Justice Ministry said it did not want to disclose details about Wang, while the State Council and the Public Security Ministry said they have no information about him.

The exhibit will be shown in the Sorin Room at the LaFortune Student Center November 4-8.

The exhibit will be shown in the Sorin Room at the LaFortune Student Center November 4-8.

Purchase prizes, starting at $200, will be awarded.

Applications available in the Student Activities Office, Suite 315 LaFortune.

Special thanks to: Alumni Association, Class of 1968, and the Student Activities Office for their donation to the purchase price awards.
Open 'til 4 AM on Friday and Saturday!

We're leaning toward a whole new look.
After the game...
After work...
After all...
It's

Applebee's
Neighborhood Grill & Bar

Two Post-Game Celebration Locations:
Granger: 6615 N. Main Street 273-0003
Elkhart: 3241 Interchange Drive 266-1129

Mickey's Pub
Home of the "Huskie Burger"
127 N. Main Street
Downtown South Bend
287-6530

Go Irish...
...destroy Huskies!
Visit our brand new location...
Trivia • 7 ft TV Screens • Seating for Over 300
Extra Large Booths • Mouth-Watering Variety of Sandwiches and Entrees
227 University Drive 277-7273

Macri's is now hiring:
• Servers
• Hostesses
• Cooks
• Busers
Flexible scheduling for students
Competitive wages - good tips!
Located on the Transpo Line
Macri's is a Great Place to Work!
Stop in at Macri's NEW Location for an application today!
227 University Drive 277-7273

Macri's Italian Bakery
SPECIALIZING IN
Pastries • Cakes • Cookies • Breads
Gourmet Foods • Italian Specialties

College Football Hall of Fame
SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Celebrate the legends and traditions of the game through interactive exhibits and reflective galleries. Whether you are a die-hard fan or casual enthusiast, the Hall of Fame has something for everyone!
College Football Hall of Fame
140 S. St. Joseph St.
South Bend, IN 46601
(219) 631-8000
http://www.collegefootballhof.org/

Rated #1 in Michiana!
Wednesdays are Student Night!!
$3 admission with Student ID!
FUNNY BONE
AMERICA'S #1 COMEDY NITE CLUB
SCOTTSDALE MALL 299-9999
Check our schedule on the WEB! http://www.sbfunnybone.com

Macri's is now hiring:
GO IRISH!
BEAT Washington!
Homemade Soups & Breads
Appetizers • Salads • Sandwiches and PASTA
Come see us after the game!
Downtown Location - 214 N. Niles Avenue 280-4824

Macri's is a Great Place to Work!
Stop in at Macri's NEW Location for an application today!
227 University Drive 277-7273

The Observer • PAID ADVERTISEMENT
Dear Editor:

I met two Notre Dame students in the parking lot of the Indiana Dunes State Park a couple of Saturdays ago. I don't know their names but I wanted to write to them so I hope you can publish this letter so that they might read it.

I took the South Shore train down to the dunes from Chicago that day because I needed to pray. I had choreographed a Mass with a powerful message to be celebrated the next day: all I could do was pray that we could convey the immensity of God's glory through our movement and words and music. So, at the dunes, I prayed.

I bought a little $1 booklet in the supermarket checkout line called The Power of Prayer. The most powerful type of prayer, it said, was reflective — listening to God. I had just told a friend of mine that I didn't think it mattered whether God existed or not: all I knew was that praying to a higher power was helpful. On that sand dune, I realized how much I mattered, whether God existed or not: all I could do was pray that we could convey the immensity of God's glory through our movement and words and music. So, at the dunes, I prayed.
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The state of the economy today could best be described as a ship dragging an anchor. Even though employment is up, the employed are working harder, making less, and are insecure about whether they will have a job tomorrow. Real wages have stagnated. Where income was once sufficient to provide for a household, two parents may now work just to make ends meet. Although The New York Times recently reported a quarterly rise in median family income, many Americans are becoming poorer and the gap between the rich and the poor has widened. The Fed confirms the economy’s sluggish state by keeping interest rates low. Interest rates are so low that the already depressed economy to reduce the cost of production and spur economic growth. Overall, the economy has grown at the anemic rate of 2.1 percent in the 1990s, less than half the clip of the 1980s.

President Clinton president has led a clandestine crusade to decapitate growth, raising taxes on jobs creators from the largest corporations in New York to the smallest lemonade stand at a hamburger stand fortune. This summer he hiked the minimum wage, ignoring the fact that employers can not stay in business and pay workers for more than they are worth. Clinton claims credit for reducing the budget deficit. However, he inherited an economy at the trough of the business cycle. It was a moderate recession. He knows how to raise treasury revenues with a larger workforce and a higher tax rate.

While Bill Clinton avoids the issue, Bob Dole offers America a pro-growth plan on the road back to prosperity. His proposal to cut income taxes 15 percent across the board and slash capital gains taxes in half will stimulate growth. Dole, like John F. Kennedy in 1963, believes tax cuts will free an economy held down by the ball and chain of excessive government taxation and regulation. Consumers will have more money in their wallets to spend while American producers and small businesses will no longer be punished for making a profit. Like Kennedy, Dole realizes the solution to income inequality is not bringing the wealthy down, but lifting the impoverished up. And that’s only going to be accomplished by releasing the fetters and allowing the American creative genius to be guided by the invisible hand of capitalism.
A Fighting Chance

Fran McCann (pictured above) leads RecSports' women's self-defense classes at the Knute Rockne Memorial. McCann introduced the program as part of the physical education program five years ago. "It was pretty popular back then, one of the first classes to close," he said. RecSports then asked him to develop the program for them.

"We run the program generally in the fall and winter," he said. "It is a one-month program done in ten sessions."

The class concentrates on techniques that are useful during the initial moments of an attack. Because of this, McCann drills his students during every class session. "You have to react automatically, and that kind of reaction only comes with practice and repetition," he said.

McCann also indicated that he believes that the course is very useful for his students. "I got a call from a student that was assaulted down by the lakes in her sophomore year," McCann said. "She called to tell me that [the training] worked."

The fall program just finished on Wednesday. Those interested in registering for the next session should contact RecSports.
Wondering about Washington?

You may or may not be interested in some stuff about this weekend's opponent, but we thought we'd give it to you anyway. Enjoy. Or else.

"Bow Down To Washington"
The University of Washington's fight song, written in 1913, goes something like this:

Bow Down to Washington,
Bow Down to Washington,
Mighty are the men
Who wear the purple and the gold,
Joyfully we welcome them
Within the victors fold.
We will carve their names
In the hall of fame
To preserve the memory of our devotion.

Heaven help the foes of Washington;
They're trembling at the feet
Of mighty Washington,
The boys are there with hels,
Their fighting blood excele,
It's harder to push them over the line
Than pass the Dardanelles.
Victory the cry of Washington...

leather lungs together
With a Rah! Rah! Rah!
And e'er the land
Oar leyal band
Will sing the glory
Of Washington forever.

The Story of Sunny Boy
(This actually has something to do with Notre Dame.)

Before the 1920s, when the Washington teams were known as the Sun Dodgers, the football mascot was a three-and-a-half foot wooden statue named Sunny Boy. He was meant to be a symbol of "Joe College," with books under one arm, a football under the other, and a case of Budweiser in his backpack. (OK, just kidding.)

When Washington changed its mascot (see below), Sunny Boy disappeared. He was found twenty three years later right here in South Bend. Apparently, Sunny Boy had been removed from the trophy room of a UW fraternity house as a prank and shipped here to keep it in hiding. In 1948, it was returned and presented back to Washington officials at that year's Notre Dame game (won by the second-ranked Irish, 46-0).

King Redoubt
Washington's mascot, King Redoubt, is the eighth Alaskan Malamute to be the Husky mascot. Previous mascots were Frosty I, Frosty II, Wasky, Wasky II, Ski, Denali, King Chinook, Regent Denali, and Sundodger.

Purple and Gold Huskies
Washington's school colors were adopted in 1892 by a student assembly vote. The other major possibility was red, white, and blue because the school was named after George Washington. The purple and gold came from Lord Byron's "Destruction of Sennacherib."
Dave Barry in Dowagiac

By DAN CICHALSKI

The Assistant Editor Visiting Authors Series.

columnist came to the Central Middle School, an eye-witness history class of the Visiting Authors Series.

"It's great to be here in Dowagiac," Barry said as he came out on stage. Immediately, someone in the audience laughed. Such is Barry's reputation as he says is probably going to be funny.

By DAN CICHALSKI

flew to South Bend and drove up to Dowagiac. Book tours can be taxing on a writer. Book tours can be taxing on a writer. Barry happened to be in Michigan the other day, so he thought he was going to be funny. "I think more people would come to Dowagiac (pronounced something like "doo-wa-jać") if only they could pronounce it," he said. "Let's go to Dowagiac... Let's go to Toledo!"

Dave Barry

Throughout the course of the one-hour lecture, Barry spoke about everything from politics to the worst rock songs of all time, and spent the last twenty minutes answering questions from the audience.

With the vice presidential debates on at the same time Barry took the stage, he began his lecture by outlining his reforms for the country concerning four of the major issues:

- Health care: "If you have to wait twenty minutes in [the waiting room], you get to give the doctor a better idea of what the problem is probably going to be funny.
- The budget: To reduce the deficit, Barry uses proposals by his readers to improve on the Welfare and Social Security programs and adopt a system of voltage voting. Since the Congress votes electronically, "Convert the deficit to voltage. The higher the deficit, the higher the voltage." Congressmen would then have to keep the deficit to lower the voltage that would run through their bodies.
- Foreign affairs: Barry focuses on the Middle East. "Right now, there's a war going on there. Where do you think the Middle East is?" Barry happened to be in Michigan the other day, so he thought he was going to be funny. "I think more people would come to Dowagiac (pronounced something like "doo-wa-jać") if only they could pronounce it," he said. "Let's go to Dowagiac... Let's go to Toledo!"

Dave Barry

Dave Barry in Dowagiac

By DAN CICHALSKI

There's no stopping technology. We live in an age of easy access to information through the Internet. The Computer Age leaves many of us treading water in the ocean of information. So, it's about time that someone has come along to simplify and better explain this overwhelming onslaught of change. That someone is Dave Barry.

His new book, "Dave Barry in Cyberspace," is a hilarious look at the world of computers, from buying a personal unit for the budget-conscious surfing, surfing, or hitchhiking on the Internet.

"You need to know right off the bat that I'm a total computer dork," Barry says in his introduction. "I'm always on the lookout for a new computer to replace my current one when it becomes obsolete, which usually doesn't happen. I can get it all out of the box.

Yes, this computer age in which we live is a tough one to keep up with. But that's why it is necessary to have a book such as this one, which can assist you in buying and setting up computers, selecting software, installing this software, word processing, learning Internet 'shorthand,' and finding Web sites.

Well, it may not actually help you with these tasks, but it will be very entertaining to laugh at these situations. This gift that Barry has is what has made him such a successful award-winning writer. He is able to universalize the kind of things that people face day to day.

There are many excellent Web resources available, including Word, WordPerfect, Google, Microsoft Access, BigWord, BadWord, and WordVirus Spinner.

Barry explains in the "Software" chapter. "What's important when choosing a word processing program is to make sure you've got a fully-documented/word-processed word processor that has thousands of functions that you never have any conceivable use for."

Some students already have word processors or use what the computer labs offer, the most useful sections for them are those that deal with the Internet and World Wide Web. "Using Internet 'shorthand' defines many of the symbols that e-mailers have learned because otherwise they would not be able to understand what the heck their friends mean when they write.

Everyone knows what a curse in Swedish.

"If you don't come up with money, we're going to have to put the president in jail," Barry said. The only thing he could have done was apologize. So he said it was just a joke. Actually, he meant it. "President Clinton took the high road and issued a statement: The President is sure it was an honest mistake."

Barry said the only thing he could have done was apologize. So he said it was just a joke. Actually, he meant it. "President Clinton took the high road and issued a statement: The President is sure it was an honest mistake."

Barry lists some of the other popular blogs, like "Ms Potato and Ray Adverb," that are available as "softcover" and too." Barry happened to be in Michigan the other day, so he thought he was going to be funny. "I think more people would come to Dowagiac (pronounced something like "doo-wa-jać") if only they could pronounce it," he said. "Let's go to Dowagiac... Let's go to Toledo!"

Dave Barry

Barry's new book will have readers LOL


And there are many more Web sites listed in this chapter that you will definitely want to avoid.

The best thing about "Dave Barry in Cyberspace" is that this book represents Barry at his best. Anyone who isn't LOL (Laughing Out Loud, in Internet shorthand) cannot be saved.

There is also a chapter, "McPato and Ray Adverb," that shows the more serious side to Barry's writing talents. I wanted to write something about people who fall in love over the Internet," Barry said yesterday in Michigan. "It turned into a thirty-page short story."

It is an intriguing tale of a mother who resists the new computer that has the full attention of her family. When she finally learns how to use the new machine, she gets sucked in, just like everybody else.

Eventually, she meets an English teacher in a chat room she comes up with and an interesting relationship develops.

After fifteen books, Dave Barry is still going strong. And with alert readers continuously sending him newspaper stories and his wacky mind turning the ordinary into the absurd, there is surely more to come.

Friday, October 11, 1996

Barry made a stop in Michigan Wednesday night. It was a logistical stopover on the way from New York to Boston.
NOTICES

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS! Absolook Special Spring BREAK Package in Cancun, Mexico for INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, & GROUPS. Call NTN CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-372-5012 for more info.

Ride needed during Fall Break anywhere in New England area. NY, VT, NH, MA, CT. First class and gas please. Call #3128

BUSTED-NO FEAR DESPERATE FOR STUDENT HOUSING? Call PAT (613-306-2403)

HUGE NO FUND DESPERATE FOR HOUSING? Call PAT (613-306-2403)

Hundred of Students Are Earning Free Beer and Money Sell A Trip to Free! Banana Dollar 47255, Suite J, Columbus, OH 43210, 3399, Panama City/Daytona $119! www.springbreakusa.com 1-800-676-5368

FREE TRIPS & CASH ($75-600) Individually tailored ski & spring break ski packages. Here's the place to pack it.
Check out our web site: www.studentexpress.com Call immediately Student Express, Inc. 1-800-555-SPORTS

Need: Boston area for Oct break. $ will help pay gas. Call #4108

FOR RENT

WALK TO CAMPUS & 2-BEDROOM HOMES 232-1556

Need a place to stay on football weekends.
Furnished apartment for short term rent. Full kitchen, two bedrooms, sleeps 4+. Call 287-4678

BED & BREAKFAST REGISTRY Private Homes for Foreign Students. JP Grotting, graducation, etc. 219-291-7153

ND Alumni Club has up to 8 places available. Reserve your seat on the cost of the seat, not the seat of the game Oct. 12th. The seats are located in the north and pool area. For further information, please call Ms. Steward in the ALUMNUS Office #351-3906 before October 1st. Or that date, the hotel directly #237-7502.

BEST BREAKFAST REGISTRY Private Homes for Foreign Students. JP Grotting, graducation, etc. 219-291-7153

ROOMS IN PRIVATE HOME FOR ND STUDENTS! IDEAL FOR FOOTBALL WEEKENDS. VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 219-291-7153.

2 bDRMS AVAIL. NOW NEAR CAMPUS. GULIS PROPERTIES 278-6336

FOUR SISTERS INN bed & breakfast home. Pets allowed for football weekends. 219-287-5797

Moving to Chicago? SWL Alumni is looking for a roommate to share a two brm apt in goat creek area. Very reasonable. Call 312-787-7550. Leave message.

FOR SALE

Mon 2000 cm Lev Mega 2000 hard Drive 11466 Dollar Groves College Modern Computer Sys. Programs $800

Mac 2000 cm Lev Mega 2000 hard Drive 11466 Dollar Groves College Modern Computer Sys. Programs $800

ND vs. Navy four hand to find new owners. Please call JD to KUJ (Jordan to Dap) 219-11986

Galaxy CD Quality laced audio condition. New parts 104. Better Offer 219-236-7590

HELP! Still need a WASH. Ga for $150. Call S 978-4934

I need 2 Washington Ga's and a Air Force Ga. Call me at 272-2709.

I need Wash. and 5 Air Force Ga's. Call Eric at 279-9160

I need 4 WASHINGTON TICKETS- BOTH STUDENT TICKETS PLEASE CALL MICHELLE AT 287-6547

I have Rutgers Ga's. Need PITT Ga's. Sell for $277.309.

WASHINGTON TIX NEEDED, $25.00. Call Marta at 287-6547.

I need a 2nd Wash U game. Call me at 287-6547.

Nu have 2nd Wash U ticket, will trade for 2 Rutgers. Call Bobb 972-5757 or e-mail: bobb972-0227@ndi.net

Need 2 AF Ga's. Briegle 2-3917

Need 2 GA's 432-8461, pm-10pm daily

WASHINGTON ST GA WANTED. Call 723-7259

FOR SALE WASH ST GA WANTED. Call 723-7259

Wash/Ga for s ale, b/o and g a m e s

LOST & FOUND

Found: Photo negatives & prints. One with 5 small children and one with 3 small children playing outside. Found near Boniface, first floor, 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. 116 Halligan Hall.

LOST Rockhurst class ring'93

Black rock band with silver apple and two rings. $100 reward. Found next to the Alumni Center on track sailing, 9 pm to 11 pm.

REWARD

REWARD

ENDS

I'VE LOST MY CAMERA GIVEN BY MY 81ST BIRTHDAY BIRTHDAY

CAMERA LOST IN THE HUDDE ON SUNDAY AFTER GHQ STATE GAME

CAMERA DESCRIPTION: ROBIN MODEL, 2-10DG, PLEASE CALL PETER PENGER- DDA 650-691-1511

LOST Blue Computer Diskette brand new in a letter Perfect 1" in West 2, Herbstcher College. If found, please call 723-7847-5867.

Classifieds
Tied up series moves to Camden Yards

By TOM WITHERS

NEW YORK

There were no 12-year-olds to find things up for the Orioles this time.

Rafael Palmeiro hit a two-run home run over the right-field wall Thursday, lifting Baltimore to a 5-3 victory against the New York Yankees to even the American League championship series at one game apiece.

Palmeiro’s shot to right-center off closer Jeff Nelson snapped a 2-2 tie and gave the Orioles a reason to celebrate less than 24 hours after Joe Girardi tripled to open the fifth.

Girardi sliced a ball into the gap in right-center and hustled into third with a headfirst slide just ahead of second baseman Alan Ashby’s relay from short right field.

Wellsfell down and limited the Yankees to one hit over the next three innings before Joe Girardi tripled to open the fifth.
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The Hammes
NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE

“on the campus”

Call for our illustrated catalog  1-219-631-6316
Open Monday-Saturday, 9am-5pm

*Special Hours Football Weekends!  Friday 9am-7pm; Saturday 8am-6pm*
Former Irish QB unhapp}
**Battle of West Coast offenses**

By DAVE GOLDBERG

**NFL**

GREEN BAY, Wis. Sid Gilman invented what's now the West Coast offense. Don Coryell refined it. Bill Walsh perfected it and the San Francisco 49ers each take their versions into the first marquee game of the NFL season Monday night, it may be decided by the runners, not the passers when the system is built.

The key to the offense often is the swing pass, used in much the same way that a run is used. Throwing to the outside is what opens up the slant routes that Jerry Rice and Robert Brooks run so well for San Francisco and Green Bay. But, just as Lance Alworth (Gilman), Charlie Joiner (Coryell) and Dwight Clark (Walsh) did before them.

In our offense, the guy is not going to carry the ball 25 times a game as a rule," says Green Bay coach Mike Holmgren, who tutored under Walsh and was the 49ers' offensive coordinator before taking over the Packers.

So he has to be able to block and catch and do all the little things. That's what he does run.

In Holmgren's case, "he" is Edgar Bennett, who is inching closer to the accomplishments of Roger Craig, the prototype running back for Walsh's San Francisco offense that Montana guided. He set the standard in 1985, when he became the only running back in NFL history to rush for 1,000 yards and gain 1,000 yards receiving in the same season.

Bennett wasn't too far away from that standard last season, when he ran for 1,067 yards — the first Green Bay back over 1,000 since 1978 — and caught 61 passes for 678 yards.

So what do the 49ers bring with their 4-1 record when they challenge the 5-1 Packers, who season have joined San Francisco and Dallas among the NFC elite? Terry Kirby, perhaps? Kirby, obtained in a trade with Miami just before the season, fills most of the criteria for a running back in the West Coast offense. But he's injury prone and was slowed by an ankle problem early in the season.

He may have had his break-out game last week in St. Louis, when he ran 13 times for 73 yards and caught five passes for 57 yards, just what a coach wants from a back in that offense.

"Terry did a lot of things we've been missing," said coach George Seifert.

One reason they were missing it was, ironically, the offense itself.

They had all the purpose back they wanted in Ricky Watters, who wasn't far from Craig's feat in San Francisco's Super Bowl season of 1994 — 877 yards rushing and 66 catches for 719 yards. But he wanted to run more, so he left as a free agent for Philadelphia, where he gained 1,273 yards on the ground last season.

The Blue and Gold are looking to remain undefeated on their home turf, where so far they have compiled a record of 4-0-2, matching their Big East mark. But the Irish are able to fend off Western Illinois only if the Irish are able to maintain the offensive momentum that has built up over the past couple of games. Until this point, Notre Dame had been lacking a serious running threat. If just one more player can join Capasso as a goal scorer, that potential tandem would be very tough to stop.

If the streaking Irish offense can continue to complement their always-stiffening defense, Western Illinois will have a long road home to look forward to. The plug is a man named Couch Berticelli on the eve of the season opener tonight which, according to head coach Mike Berticelli, cannot be overlooked.

"We're not going to look past Western Illinois," commented Berticelli. "Every win matters." And this is not just any win.

The University acknowledges and affirms the presence of the gay and lesbian students in our midst. We value our gay and lesbian students, as we value all students who are members of this community. We want the University to be a safe and inclusive environment in which every student can pursue the educational endeavor to which we are committed, free from harassment of any kind.

Over the course of the last year, the University has put into place structures designed to specifically address the needs of our gay and lesbian students. The Vice President for Student Affairs, Professor Patricia O'Hara, has created the Standing Committee on Gay and Lesbian Student Needs to advise her. In addition, the University has formed two groups which offer support to our gay and lesbian students within the context of this community:

- Campus Ministry Pastoral Initiative
- Notre Dame Lesbian and Gay Students Group

For more information, call 1-8041

Paid for by the Office of Student Affairs

---

**Men's Soccer**

Stretch run kicks off with W. Illinois, Pitt

By BRIAN REINTHALER

Tonight the men's soccer team begins the stretch run of a season that has yielded almost nothing but success. As it stands, the Irish possess a 7-2-2 overall record, including a nearly perfect mark of 4-0-2 in the Big East, which is good enough for a share of the lead in the conference.

With just seven games remaining on the schedule, five of which are intra-conference matches, Notre Dame is in position to capture the Big East regular season title — no small feat for a team that entered the conference just a year ago.

The challenge for the Irish, who have developed a reputation for rising to any occasion this season, lies in the fact that all but one of their remaining matches, including a critical home contest against the Irish, are away games.

"We're not going to look past Western Illinois," commented Berticelli. "Every win matters." And this is not just any win.

The University acknowledges and affirms the presence of the gay and lesbian students in our midst. We value our gay and lesbian students, as we value all students who are members of this community. We want the University to be a safe and inclusive environment in which every student can pursue the educational endeavor to which we are committed, free from harassment of any kind.

Over the course of the last year, the University has put into place structures designed to specifically address the needs of our gay and lesbian students. The Vice President for Student Affairs, Professor Patricia O'Hara, has created the Standing Committee on Gay and Lesbian Student Needs to advise her. In addition, the University has formed two groups which offer support to our gay and lesbian students within the context of this community:

- Campus Ministry Pastoral Initiative
- Notre Dame Lesbian and Gay Students Group

For more information, call 1-8041

Paid for by the Office of Student Affairs

---

**Classifieds**

continued from page 19

MIAOU

Is there a bridle for this Proteus?

W.B.

So who is this Brian Culen character and why is he so damn cool?

JUST ADDED:
Friday, October 11th, 10:30 (p.m.).

SKAI/DOLCHIKS

Special 18 AND OVER show.
Jazzman's Kite Club
Shakant & Bennetti

Thank god I did those push-ups, Sarah. I really needed my boobs today.

Good luck to all those talented souls who have the ORE on Saturday!!!

---

**LA ESPERANZA**

Authentic Mexican Kitchen

"Your Passport to a New Eating Experience."

Serving lunch & dinner, & catering available
Great Prices - Average dinner: $6.50
Average lunch: $3.95

TACOS...enchiladas...chimichangas...chile rellenos...tamales...flautas...wet burritos & more...

Open 7 days a week!
Mon.-Thurs. 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Sun. 10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m.

Buy 1 entrée get 1 entrée at 1/2 price!
Expires 10/17/96

Located at 1636 N. Ironwood

Next door to Nick's & Pat's
Within Walking Distance from Campus!

---

The Observer • SPORTS
Split squad fares well at Princeton, UNC meets

Observer Staff Report

For the second weekend this fall, the Notre Dame men’s tennis team showed that it will be imposing, as Coach Bob Bayliss split his squad, sending one group to the North Carolina Classic and the other to the Princeton Invitational. Each group made an impressive showing. In Chapel Hill, Notre Dame’s Jakub Pietrowski reached the Blue Flight Finals, losing to UNC’s Tripp Phillips 4-6, 6-1, 6-4.

Bayliss was encouraged by the play of Pietrowski, who said “did a great job of constructing points and patterns. The only flaw lay in Jakub’s inability to finish the points.” He moved up in the count and dictated play very well.”

Notre Dame’s Brian Patterson won three matches, losing also to Phillips. “Brian played very well in his three wins,” said Bayliss. “He is hitting the ball with more penetration and serving with power. He has a chance to be a great player.”

In the White Flight, rising Irish star Ryan Sachire continued his outstanding play, winning the tournament by defeating Michigan’s Brad McFarland 6-1, 6-3 in the finals, losing to Udi Kish of Pennsylvania, by way of Israel 6-3, 6-3. Simme’s best win came in the quarterfinals against Mark Fisicaro of Penn. “Ryan did a great job of mixing up his pace and spins, keeping Fisicaro from getting into a groove,” said Zurcher. “He has had two consecutive outstanding performances in fall tournaments.”

Sophomore Andy Warford made it to the finals in last weekend’s match at North Carolina. Coach Bob Bayliss says Warford “has improved as much as any player” he has ever coached. "Ryan has been a pleasant surprise,” said Bayliss. "He has not lost a match yet and showed some real poise out there." "Warford has improved as much in a year as any player I have ever coached. He has a bright future here." Also making strong showings were Notre Dame’s Matt Horsley and Vijay Freeman. Horsley teamed with Sachire to win the White Doubles, defeating Michigan’s Brad McFarland and Matt Wright easily.

In the Blue Flight Patterson and Pietrowski defeated Harvard’s Mitty Arnold and Majmadar on the strength of their service returns. They remain undefeated this year.

At Princeton, Irish senior Ryan Simme reached the finals, losing to Udi Kish of Pennsylvania, by way of Israel 6-3, 6-3. Simme’s best win came in the quarterfinals against Mark Fisicaro of Penn. Assistant coach Andy Zurcher said, "Ryan did a great job of mixing up his pace and spins, keeping Fisicaro from getting into a groove. Irish junior Dan Rothschild reached the semifinals, also losing to Kish 6-2, 4-6, 6-0. "Danny is for real this year," said Zurcher. "He has had two consecutive outstanding performances in fall tournaments."
Joyce Center: “On the Concourse” (Enter Gate 1 or 2)

Fieldhouse (Enter Gate 3)

Tent: Located outside Gate 10

Open 10:00 a.m. on Friday
Open 8:00 a.m. on Saturday
Open 10:00 a.m. on Sunday (Joyce Center only)
Running game, defense key for Fisher, St. Ed's

Zahm's Big D shoots for yet another shutdown

By ADRIAN WILKERSON
Sports Writer

The Fisher Green Wave will try to climb above the .500 mark while the Steds just want to break into the win column in this week's matchup between the two teams. Fisher will try again to use the run offense that seems to be the most effective. Defensively, the Fisher line will seek to contain the Steds' running game, the bright part of the St. Edward's attack.

The Steds running game will try to overcome the near misses that have plagued the offense for the first three games. To do so, Steds will have to contend with Fisher's defense, which seems to give its opponents fits. The Steds' shining star, the defense, has kept the team in the game by shutting down opposing offenses in the second half. To win Sunday, they will have to overcome the early jitters that have allowed opponents to jump out to huge leads.

CARROLL (1-2) VS. SORIN (1-1)

Two teams moving in opposite directions will also face off this Sunday. Sorin will seek to build on a one game winning streak, while Carroll seeks to snap a two-game losing streak. The Vermin, who looked rather impressive to begin the season, have since had nothing but offensive production problems. To remedy this problem, Carroll may seek to go on an aerial attack over the questionable Sorin secondary.

There are no problems on the outset with Carroll's defense. It has managed to relatively contain the opposition in the first half of each of its contests. The defensive line has kept the Vermin close by totally shutting down some of the most vaunted running attacks in the third division. However, with most teams this year, Carroll will have to step up coverage in the defensive backfield. The Screamin' Otters will seek to build on the positives of last week's victory to emerge with a win this week. The Sorin passing game must produce big numbers this week, because the rushing attack may find problems producing against the Carroll defensive line. To defend against the Vermin offense, Sorin will use their own highly respected defensive line to put pressure on the Carroll backfield. The Otter defense has done a fantastic job putting the clamp on their opposition's running game and has caused several fumbles that have put them in the position to win both games. The second half has also shown improvement by not allowing the big plays that resulted in Sorin's lone loss.

ZAHM (2-0) VS. ALUMNI (3-0)

This is the game of the week in men's interhall action. The victor in this contest will be the one that can overcome either of the league's best defenses.

Zahm, well rested after a bye week, must resume the production they enjoyed in the second half of their last game. Scoring 33 points against Carroll in that game, they had more than four times the offensive production in their previous six quarters. This sudden spurt in offensive output was a result of the revival of the Zahm passing game. Quarterback Chris Orr will have to remain consistent with his two touchdown performances in the previous game to prevail over Alumni.

One could write about the flaws in the Zahm defense, but as Fisher and Carroll know, there are none. The defense has not allowed a single point against them all season, and in most instances the opposing offense has not come close. The defensive line has looked almost impenetrable, as no big running plays have broken through yet. In the backfield, there has been nothing but success. Zahm completely shut out a Carroll offense that had scored 20 points in their opener.

For Zahm to win this game, defense will have to shut down the Alumni running game, which has been on a roll. The 3-0 Dawgs have depended on the rushing abilities of Matt Mammolenti and Dave Schank for most of the production. They will certainly have their hands full against the wall that is the Zahm line. In the end, Alumni's relatively untested passing game may be called to step up in pressure situations.

Zahm's defense is not the only unit that instills fear in the opposition's offense. Alumni has effectively shut down all that have opposed them. The defensive line, much like Zahm's, has not allowed a serious run play to leak through. The secondary has not had serious opposition as of yet, so it will be interesting to see if the new found Zahm aerial attack can respond against the Alumni defensive backs.
Dear Alumni and Friends,

The staff of Campus Ministry extends an invitation to come together and celebrate the Eucharist this weekend.

University of Washington Football Weekend
October 12 and 13, 1996

Saturday Vigil Masses

Basilica 30 minutes after game

Stepan Center 45 minutes after game

Sunday Masses

Basilica 8:00, 10:00, & 11:45 a.m.
Sacred Heart 6:00, 7:00, 8:00
Parish Crypt 9:30 & 11:00 a.m.
Soccer

continued from page 32

Notre Dame has not been atop the polls since the end of the 1994 regular season, just prior to losing to North Carolina in the NCAA finals. Currently, the soccer team is in the roughest part of their schedule. They had two tough road games against two ranked opponents last weekend in North Carolina. Now they are set to play two more ranked opponents this weekend on the road.

"The results from last week will help us," said Petrucelli about these tough back to back road trips. "We need to establish dominance early," said Petrucelli. "We are going to have to fight for every inch. We will have to be at the top of our game to win. Whoever wins the battle in the air will win the game."

Freshman Jenny Streiffer was named Big East Offensive Player of the Week. She scored both of the goals in the North Carolina contest. Streiffer chalked up another goal in the 2-0 win over the Duke Blue Devils.

In the first week of the season, she was named the Big East Rookie of the Week. Streiffer also leads the team in goals and total points.

This weekend the Irish are looking to defend their new top ranking, and prove that they are the team to beat.

Laura Vanderberg and Kate Soberero (above) know that, despite their new No. 1 ranking, they cannot get complacent and that they need these games this weekend. Shannon Boxx (above right) had a tough matchup with Cindy Parlow of North Carolina in last weekend's game.

Weekly Specials

Sorghum Fried Rice
Empress Chicken
Mongolian Beef

We Deliver!
Mon-Sat: 11:30-12:00
271-0125

Feliz Cumpleaños, Marisa!

18 años mas tarde...

Caritos,
Mami, Papi, y tus hermanos

10-13-78

Laura Vanderberg and Kate Soberero (above) know that, despite their new No. 1 ranking, they cannot get complacent and that they need these games this weekend. Shannon Boxx (above right) had a tough matchup with Cindy Parlow of North Carolina in last weekend's game.

Laura Vanderberg and Kate Soberero (above) know that, despite their new No. 1 ranking, they cannot get complacent and that they need these games this weekend. Shannon Boxx (above right) had a tough matchup with Cindy Parlow of North Carolina in last weekend's game.

Laura Vanderberg and Kate Soberero (above) know that, despite their new No. 1 ranking, they cannot get complacent and that they need these games this weekend. Shannon Boxx (above right) had a tough matchup with Cindy Parlow of North Carolina in last weekend's game.
By JOE CAVATO
Sports Writer

For most teams the midway point marks a time when the team has already meshed. But, for the Notre Dame volleyball team it marks a time of transition in which they will begin to mesh.

This weekend the Joyce Center will host two Big East contests as the Providence Friars and Boston College Eagles will challenge the Irish. The Friars and Irish will take the court after the pep rally and the BC-ND match up is set for 2 p.m. Sunday.

The home team has just begun to make a setter transition from Jaimie Lee to Carey May.

"Now I think everything is totally different," observed junior hitter Angie Harris. "With Jaimie going back to hitter and Carey back at setter it's kind of like a new team.

May saw her first significant action of the season in Tuesday's loss to Illinois State as she rallied the team at their attempt at a comeback. May earned all-district honors last season and her setting has been sorely missed. Thus, the transition is eagerly awaited as the Irish have dug themselves against unraveled foes. Lee, who had never played setter before in her life, filled the void left by May while she recovered from a dislocated shoulder and she did an admirable job, but clearly the team's hitting was affected by May's absence.

Last season, the Irish hitters posted a team record .271 hitting percentage under May's guidance. This season the percentage has dropped to .215. The team's return combined with Lee, an all-district performer at hitter from a year ago, switching back to her natural position will almost certainly improve the squad's offensive assault.

"I think it brings a comfort level," said Lee of May's return. "I don't think it would have mattered how good I would have done. I could have been great or bad because it will be different having Carey back."

Junior outside hitter Angie Harris explains the importance of May's return.

"It is real important, it adds depth at setter. Also, where we had depth before (at outside hitter), we're back to where we were (with Lee's return to hitter), so we have depth all around now."

The squad's loss to Illinois State marked their second loss in a week's time to unraveled foes as Ball State upset the Irish the week. Head coach Debbie Brown saw her squad's streak of 52 consecutive wins against Big East foes as Ball State upset the Irish this week. Head coach Debbie Brown saw her squad's streak of 52 consecutive wins against Big East foes as Ball State upset the Irish the week. Head coach Debbie Brown saw her squad's streak of 52 consecutive wins against Big East foes as Ball State upset the Irish the week. Head coach Debbie Brown saw her squad's streak of 52 consecutive wins against Big East foes as Ball State upset the Irish this week. Head coach Debbie Brown saw her squad's streak of 52 consecutive wins against Big East foes as Ball State upset the Irish the week.

"We've finally started to play well and have to keep the right attitude and stick with it," Harris mentioned. "The teams aren't that strong, but every game is a win. This Friday and Sunday we go into 52-0 and we're not going to lose."

The Achilles heel for the team this year has been coming out flat, as the Irish have dug themselves in such proximity one wonders about the team's confidence level.

Angie Harris assesses the situation.

"It has been really tough but as Debbie said we can get down and give up or we can keep going hard. I think that we just need to learn how to win. We know were a good team, we just need to develop the attitude that we're not going to lose.

The Irish will likely improve on the nation's 17th best blocking average (lead by Mary LeBerski and 17th best ace per game average (lead by Harris) as the Friars and Eagles finished in the bottom half of the Big East conference a year ago.

Brown hopes to receive continued good play from last week's Big East player of the week Lindsay Treadwell, who has sparked the Irish in recent matches. Junior Mally McCarthy is fresh off a gutsy performance in which she played through sickness to ignite the Irish rally and the team can always count on the solid leadership of Jenny Birkner.

The Friars were swept by ND last year by the final of 15-11, 15-3, 15-5. Middle blocker Becky Loftus will have to be on top of her game if they hope to give the Irish a run for their money.

BC will be hoping to score as they could only muster five points against the Irish setters a year ago and were shut out in two of the three games.
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Lee predicted that there will be a different team on the court this Friday and Sunday.
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helps the new players: not only
do they have me to learn from, but they can also learn from
the veterans."

Another strong indicator for
a competitive season lies in the
talented freshman class that matriculated at Notre Dame.
Freshman center Ben Simon is
fresh off a tour of Europe with
the U.S. junior national team,
and center Joe Dusbabek
joined Simon in the national
team camp. Defensemen
Tyson Frazier and Nathan
Borega were British Columbia
all-stars.

Coach Poulin was pleased
with the play of the newest
members of his team. He said, "They've settled in
very nicely. Each has stepped
in the way we hoped. They
definitely will increase our tal-
ent level."

One of their most notable
contributions to the team will
be overall speed.

"That's the first thing you
notice about them," continued
Poulin. "They're fast."

Thus far the team has had a
good camp. Junior captain
Steve Noble said that the pre-
season went very well.

"We're definitely ahead of
where we were last year at
this time," he remarked.
He also stated that the team
had worked especially hard
during the first few weeks and
that their practices had been
up-tempo.

The road to the top of the
CCHA, which is putatively the
most competitive conference in
country, will not begin until
next week, when league play
commences. But the Mustangs
will be the first test for the
young Irish squad. Noble stat-
ed that he wanted to start the
season off on the right note.
He also said that the game will
give the freshman valuable
experience.

"They'll get to see what it's
like at this level," said Noble.
Coach Poulin expects a
scrappy start.

"Our initial problem will be
that we try to do too much, but
that's to be expected. We want
to focus on improving our spe-
cial teams."

In the recent past the Notre
Dame hockey program has ex-
perienced a decline. But
Coach Poulin's enthusiasm and
knowledge of the game, com-
bined with a young, talented
team, bodes well for the
future.

Now that the Irish hockey team is entering its second season under
Coach Dave Poulin (pictured left), they feel more comfortable. As a
result, their practices (above) have been more up-tempo.
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

YOU STAY OUT HERE UNTIL YOU STOP CHEWING ON MY CARPET!

I HATE GOING THROUGH RUG REHAB.

THE STATUS OF OUR STRATEGIC ALLIANCE IS "DOOMED."

OUR PONDEROUS AND INEFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT STILE CAUSED THEIR DEBT PEOPLE TO QUIT AND CREATE A COMPETING COMPANY.

WE MUST FIND A CLOWN TO DESTROY THAT NEW COMPANY. I'LL SEE IF THEY'RE INTERESTED IN A STRATEGIC ALLIANCE.

YOU STAY OUT HERE UNTIL YOU STOP CHEWING ON MY CARPET!

I HATE GOING THROUGH RUG REHAB.

THE STATUS OF OUR STRATEGIC ALLIANCE IS "DOOMED."

OUR PONDEROUS AND INEFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT STILE CAUSED THEIR DEBT PEOPLE TO QUIT AND CREATE A COMPETING COMPANY.

WE MUST FIND A CLOWN TO DESTROY THAT NEW COMPANY. I'LL SEE IF THEY'RE INTERESTED IN A STRATEGIC ALLIANCE.

CROSSWORD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30 Flowering ornamentation</th>
<th>32 Foundation tin</th>
<th>34 Disturbance</th>
<th>35 Comic Bill and others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Rush Limbaugh medium</td>
<td>2 Kind of arrhythmia</td>
<td>3 Everybody</td>
<td>4 Headwind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Riding, in a way</td>
<td>6 Ask's Trains</td>
<td>7 Flavor</td>
<td>8 Mistletoe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Dot's cry</td>
<td>10 Strangely forward</td>
<td>11 Mar</td>
<td>12 Sardou drama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 1982 Sardou other</td>
<td>14 Perfect</td>
<td>15 Live</td>
<td>16 Assertive ones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 23 Axel Cheere et al.</td>
<td>18 Sardou drama</td>
<td>19 East</td>
<td>20 E Van Rangen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 ARMS</th>
<th>2 ISLE</th>
<th>3 PAPA</th>
<th>4 KEL</th>
<th>5 CHAIR</th>
<th>6 CHEST</th>
<th>7 CALL</th>
<th>8 LATER</th>
<th>9 A M</th>
<th>10 THE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11 AL</td>
<td>12 CREATU</td>
<td>13 R</td>
<td>14 BASE</td>
<td>15 E</td>
<td>16 M</td>
<td>17 L</td>
<td>18 L</td>
<td>19 T</td>
<td>20 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANSWERS TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21 Treat with milk</th>
<th>22 Florida's --</th>
<th>23 Area colonized</th>
<th>24 Slangy ending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 National Forest</td>
<td>26 To</td>
<td>27 North South</td>
<td>28 Area colonized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 Decide in advance</td>
<td>30 Artful journey</td>
<td>31 Leave oneself at</td>
<td>32 Area colonized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Leave oneself at</td>
<td>34 North</td>
<td>35 North</td>
<td>36 Liquidates, so to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By KATHLEEN LOPEZ
Sports Writer

Finally the women's soccer team got what they deserved. The defending national champions received a unanimous number one ranking this week. They attained it by beating the top ranked North Carolina Tar Heels, last weekend, by a score of 2-1 in overtime. "It is a big deal for us," said sophomore Shannon Boxx. "We should have been No. 1 before. I am glad that we got the respect we deserve. Although, we are not focusing on it, because we still have a lot to do."

"We have not discussed it," said head coach Chris Petrucelli about being the top ranked team in the nation. Instead of focusing on the rankings, the team is concentrating on this weekends games. The Irish were previously ranked second behind the Tar Heels, despite the fact that they beat them in the semifinals en route to claiming the national championship. This year was the first time in the history that the defending national champions were not the top-ranged team in the following season.

Petrucelli, girls' no elevation to No. 1

Freshman phenom Jenny Streiffer, who scored three goals against UNC and Duke last weekend, will help the Irish maintain their No. 1 ranking.

■ HOCKEY

Irish icer's set to begin season

By CHARLEY GATES
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame hockey team opens its season tonight at 7 p.m. at the Joyce Center, when they face off against the Western Ontario Mustangs. Head Coach Dave Poulin begins his second year at the helm, and he seeks to return the program to its glory days of 1982, when he starred on a Notre Dame team that played for the Central Collegiate Hockey Association (CCHA) title. The Irish return 20 of 30 players from last year's squad, including six of the top seven scorers.

Expected to lead the offense are senior Tim Harberts (8 goals, 17 assists), sophomore Aniket Dhadphale (13 goals, 7 assists), and sophomore Brian Urck (12 goals, 15 assists). Defensively, sophomore Benoit Goto (6 goals, 13 assists), senior Ben Nelson, and junior Justin Theel will form the core of the Irish defensive unit.

Junior Matt Eisler (4.36 GAA) will mind the net for the Irish. The team struggled last year, finishing 9-23-4. Poulin expects to improve upon that record markedly this year. To begin with, he is much more comfortable in the position of head coach and said that he learned a lot during his first year. The players, too, are more comfortable since they know what to expect from him. Poulin said, "It was much easier when we began practice this year. Twenty of the thirty players knew what I wanted and what I expected. That

Junior Matt Eisler will tend goal for the Irish this season, as he looks to anchor a defense that should improve over last year.
The Irish Extra

#16 Washington at #11 Notre Dame
Notre Dame Stadium
October 12, 1996
1:30 p.m.
Tailback Autry Denson leads the Irish with 336 yards rushing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM STATS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Opp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opponents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shehee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total yards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PASSING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Com Pct</th>
<th>Alt</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Downs</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KICKOFF RETURNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No Avg Bk Lg</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>104</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTERCEPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rushing yards | 709 | 387 |

RECEIVING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rec Yds Avg TD Lg</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>177</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First down conversion</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total yards per game</td>
<td>415.0</td>
<td>314.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huard</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>565</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Passing yards | 951 | 870 |

DEFENSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total offensive plays</th>
<th>295</th>
<th>257</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total yards per game</td>
<td>237.8</td>
<td>217.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Passing yards per game | 237.8 | 217.5 |

INTERCEPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rushing plays | 11.0 | 17 |

Fumbles/Fumbles lost | 11/3 | 8/3 |

Passing attempts | 64 | 59 |

Passes intercepted | 3 | 5 |

Passes completed | 64 | 59 |

Fourth down conversions | 0/0 | 0/0 |

Third down conversions | 33/67 | 21/57 |

Fumbles/Fumbles lost | 11/3 | 8/3 |

Total yards | 1592 |

Husky running back Rashaan Shehee is second on the team with 235 yards rushing.
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Friday, October 11, 1996

It's time to dine with your Papa...

...Dine-In and Delivery now at both Locations!

"The Most Popular Number on Campus"

Your Papa is now hiring:

• Delivery Drivers • Order Takers

• Pizza Makers

Hours:

Mon thru Thurs: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Fri thru Sat: 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
Sunday: 12 p.m. - 1 a.m.
In their mailbox...

- America's No. 1 Notre Dame sports publication
- More news & interviews
- The latest recruiting news
- More experienced reporters
- Award-winning photography
- More issues for less money

22 BIG ISSUES! only $35 per year

To subscribe, call 1-800-457-3533

On our award-winning interactive website...

http://www.irishsports.com/

On their phone...

ISR EXTRA! 1-900-820-IRISH

Up-to-the-minute Notre Dame sports news at your fingertips!

Call 1-900-820-IRISH.

Only $1 per minute*

*Callers must be at least 18 years of age or have parental consent to call ISR EXTRA!

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING ENTERTAINING?

The South Bend Tribune is your guide to area entertainment and events. With our newly designed INTERMISSION and SUNDAY PUNCH sections, along with Thursday's WKDI, the Tribune is your one-stop source for local happenings.

Subscribe now to the South Bend Tribune and get 7-Day Delivery (excluding campus breaks and holidays) for the special price of only $50 for the entire school year! With your paid subscription, we'll send you a poster of the last football game ever played in the original "House that Rockne Built."

South Bend Tribune

To subscribe, call 235-6464.

Long Distance, call 1-800-220-SERV.
Sunshine State set to serve as college football showcase

By TIM MCCONN
Sports Writer

#3 Florida St. at #6 Miami

This matchup of fiery and controversial Florida teams is in this week's Game of the Year, and it should not disappoint. Each team can brag of a high-octane offense and a suffocating defense.

Coming off of an off-week, the Seminoles have had two weeks to get ready for this contest with their in-state rival. This should allow coach Bobby Bowden to pull out all the stops and it should not disappoint. Running back Warrick Dunn would be the game drawing everyone's attention.

If Florida can continue to put 4-0 points on the board, and quaterback Tad Busby will be the man, the Gators will be tough to stop. Their combination of speed, strength, and quickness.

Kevin Faulk is fast becoming one of the nation's best backs. If Faulk faces tough competition, this one could be over very quickly.

Wisconsin at #2 Ohio St.

Can you say rampage? If you cannot, you better learn, because that is exactly what the Ohio State Buckeyes are doing right now to the rest of college football. After disposing of then #5 Notre Dame 25-16 two weeks ago, and then humiliating then #4 Penn State last week 38-7, the Buckeyes look to do the same this week to unranked Wisconsin.

The Buckeyes feature an offense that has All-American potential at every position. The offensive line is led by Heisman candidate Orlando Pace, the master of the pancake block. Tailback Pepe Pearson has been brutal to opposing defenses, with his combination of speed, strength, and quickness.

#4 Arizona St. at UCLA

An unexpected surprise this season has been the Arizona State defense. UCLA will be more of a challenge than Boise State, however. The Bruins proved to be a tough test for Tennessee earlier in the year, so ASU will have to be ready for this Pac-10 showdown. Wide receiver Jake Plummer has been one of the nation's best, and he will need another strong performance this weekend.
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ABC* Wisconsin at Ohio St. 2:30 p.m.

Arizona St. at UCLA 2:30 p.m.

Oklahoma at Texas 2:30 p.m.

Alabama at N.C. St. 2:30 p.m.

CBS

LSU at Florida 11 a.m.

Florida St. at Miami (Fla.) 2:30 p.m.

ESPN

Tennessee at Georgia 6 p.m.

* regional coverage; check your local listings

---

#12 LSU at #1 Florida

If the 'Cane's defense can hold Florida's offense much trouble.

---

#4 Arizona St. at UCLA

An unexpected surprise this season has been the Arizona State defense. UCLA will be more of a challenge than Boise State, however. The Bruins proved to be a tough test for Tennessee earlier in the year, so ASU will have to be ready for this Pac-10 showdown. Wide receiver Jake Plummer has been one of the nation's best, and he will need another strong performance this weekend.

---
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Coming off of an off-week, the Seminoles have had two weeks to get ready for this contest with their in-state rival. This should allow coach Bobby Bowden to pull out all the stops and it should not disappoint. Running back Warrick Dunn would be the game drawing everyone's attention.

If Florida can continue to put 4-0 points on the board, and quaterback Tad Busby will be the man, the Gators will be tough to stop. Their combination of speed, strength, and quickness.

Kevin Faulk is fast becoming one of the nation's best backs. If Faulk faces tough competition, this one could be over very quickly.

Wisconsin at #2 Ohio St.

Can you say rampage? If you cannot, you better learn, because that is exactly what the Ohio State Buckeyes are doing right now to the rest of college football. After disposing of then #5 Notre Dame 25-16 two weeks ago, and then humiliating then #4 Penn State last week 38-7, the Buckeyes look to do the same this week to unranked Wisconsin.

The Buckeyes feature an offense that has All-American potential at every position. The offensive line is led by Heisman candidate Orlando Pace, the master of the pancake block. Tailback Pepe Pearson has been brutal to opposing defenses, with his combination of speed, strength, and quickness.

#4 Arizona St. at UCLA

An unexpected surprise this season has been the Arizona State defense. UCLA will be more of a challenge than Boise State, however. The Bruins proved to be a tough test for Tennessee earlier in the year, so ASU will have to be ready for this Pac-10 showdown. Wide receiver Jake Plummer has been one of the nation's best, and he will need another strong performance this weekend.
Following in the Footsteps

By DAVE TREACY

It's like a cycle, constantly in motion. It started some years back, with players like Chris Zorich and Jeff Alm. Not much later, Junior Bryant and Devon McDonald continued the tradition. The process carried through with Bryant Young and Jim Flanigan. Most recently, Oliver Gibson and Paul Grasmanis filled the role.

Now it is Ronaldo Wynn's turn.

The successful Notre Dame defensive linemen of the past paved the road for others to follow. They demanded more of their younger teammates, expecting them to exceed their potential, asking 120% effort demanded more of their younger teammates, expecting them to exceed their potential, asking 120% effort demanded more of their younger teammates, expecting them to exceed their potential, asking 120% effort demanded more of their younger teammates, expecting them to exceed their potential, asking 120% effort demanded more of their younger teammates, asking more of them than I ask of myself.

"When I was coming up, the older guys expected a lot of me, and sometimes it just seemed like they were being mean," he recalls. "But the truth is, they were getting me ready. They were preparing me to get to a higher level. They saw potential in me, and they made sure I worked hard to achieve it.

"And now, when I ask the younger guys to do the same, it's because I've been in their shoes. I don't have a problem making sure people are doing their job as best they can; I know what needs to be done. And I don't ask any more of them than I ask of myself."

All he asks for is 120%. All the time.

"The guy's a beast out there; he plays every snap of the ball and never gets tired," evaluates Melvin Bushby, a fellow member of the cycle. "Even in practice, when things tend to get a little dry, he still manages to stay sharp. He's always working on technique, always trying to improve.

"He's quick as a cat and strong as an ox. When he decided to come back, it made our front seven one of the best in the country."

"He's the aircraft carrier of the defense," Holtz praises. "They know one thing - when we go out there, there isn't anybody who's going to knock Ronaldo Wynn's play out of line. He's going to be able to block people and Wynn says something, people listen, including the coaches."

"There must be some sort of drive that keeps this car moving forward. Maybe it's pressure that fuels the fire for the fifth-year senior. Pressure from trying to balance graduate work, marriage, and football every day. Pressure from trying to follow the pattern of those before him leading to the goal of following their predecessors to the NFL.

"I have a lot of pressures, a lot of roles. At home, I have to be a husband, and that's a job I enjoy. On the field, I have to be a leader, and I like to lead by example. But I'm tired at the end of a day."

"He's the grand-daddy of the offense," Dansby jokes. "Like everybody else this season, and players from the past, Wynn wanted one thing: the National Championship.

"We really had a shot this year, and that was a big factor in deciding whether or not to stay. Our team is solid. There's nothing like the goal of winning it all to motivate you."

When the time comes for Wynn to make the jump, he has confidence that his time at Notre Dame will prove to be time well spent.

"I talk to guys in the NFL, and they all say how tough it is to be there; they all say how difficult Notre Dame practices were in comparison. I talked to Dusty Zeigler a couple of weeks ago, and he just kept saying how easy practices there are in comparison to the ones at Notre Dame. I'm sure that coming here will really help him in the future, no questions.

"What will also help Wynn is his own determination and natural abilities. The combination of strength (team high 455-pound bench, 735-pound squat), attitude, and tunnel vision on the field make him an attractive pick.

"I try to do my job on the field at all times. I want to be reliable and fill the holes or whatever. But if it's my job to be aggressive and get through to the quarterback, I like the challenge of somebody trying to stop me."

"A lot of players he knows felt the same way when they were here. Those players have travelled on, following their predecessors to the NFL. Ronaldo Wynn is on his way.
IRISH ON THE OFFENSIVE...

ou Holtz has made it very clear that the Irish offense has not meshed.

“We have a quarterback who can throw and read coverages. But we have problems beating man-to-man coverage, which is what we see,” Holtz said. “And we don’t run a lot of options which presents some problems.”

And the problems continue.

“We have had issues this week which has borsutis, an infection in his right ankle or some other injury. While it is not a big deal, it does mean Holtz will have to make some changes this week with the Irish have the ball.

Luke Petitgout and Tim Rodler will see more action on the offensive line. Petitgout, in particular, should get more playing time at left tackle and could replace Chris Cleverger as the starter.

Holtz was disappointed with the dropped passes by Irish receivers against Ohio State. So he has decided to make some changes this week with the receiving corps. Enter Bobby Brown.

“Bobby Brown is a young man who hadn’t played much, but Bobby has really come alive the past two weeks and I expect him to play an awful lot this week,” Holtz said.

Junior Jackson may slot into some snaps Saturday if the offense sputters with Powlus.

“I have really entertained the thought of playing the entire second team for one series in the first half, just to see how people respond,” Holtz said.

The Irish offense this week must contend with a Husky defense led by its talented corps of linebackers. And one linebacker, in particular, is expected to pose the greatest threat to the Irish.

That man is 6-2, 225-pound senior luk Aleaga, a candidate for the Butkus Award. A force competitor, Aleaga has been compared to Junior Seau of the San Diego Chargers.

... HUSKIES ON THE OFFENSIVE

It was just two weeks ago that the Notre Dame defense was riding high and scored on its horse, galloping freely and effortlessly into the sunset, unawares of any obstacles in its path.

And then came the road block known as Ohio State. Without warning, the horse pulled up lame and the Irish defense came tumbling down with it.

While the defense did not come close to matching the offense in terms of disappointing effort, the unit did not play at the level that Irish fans have come to expect.

At times, the Notre Dame defense was manhandled and even tossed around by the bigger, stronger Ohio State offensive line. When all was said and done, the Buckeyes compiled 391 yards on the day.

QB Ron Powlus, who was forced to run for his life against Ohio State, hopes to have more protection from his offensive line on Saturday.

Huskies sport three Butkus award nominees.

Of those, Junior Benny Guilbeaux will get a look at safety. Washington averages 20 yards a punt return, and ND has had coverage problems.

The MATCH-UPS

A position by position look at who holds the advantage

Quarterbacks

Shane Fortney and Brock Hubbard have split time at QB, and both have had success. Neither measures up to Ron Powlus provided he has time to throw.

Running backs

When Sheeehee hasn’t been running all over opponents, Dillon has. Denson will be hampered by finger. Kinder, Edwards must help.

Receivers

Jerome Pathon has emerged with 19 receptions, and Dave Janoski has 77 career catches.

The Irish would love one of them.

Offensive Line

The Huskies are big and strong and have ignited a strong running game. Injuries and inconsistency have plagued Notre Dame.

Defensive Line

David Richie is a rock in the middle but has little experience around him. Dansby, Wynn, and Maiden are due for a big game.

Special Teams

Senior John Wales has more experience than Sanson. Washington averages 20 yards a punt return, and ND has had coverage problems.

Coaching

Lambright, in just his fourth season, is emerging as one of the best young coaches. But give Holtz two weeks to prepare and watch out.

Overall

Washington’s only loss of the year was by three points to No. 4 Arizona State. However, they will run into an angry Irish team, determined to put the OSU loss behind them.
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I t was supposed to be “The Year.” Not
like last year, when an inexperienced
Notre Dame football team never had a
stake in the claim for number one. No, this
season was supposed to be the one. The pieces
were in place, and the Irish looked ready for a
run at the national title.
Now the pieces lay scattered across the
football field.
Now this is no longer “The Year.”

Coming into this sea­son, the major question
marks surrounding the Irish were to be
found in two areas: the secondary and the
receivers.
Both areas were exposed and exploited by the
Buckeyes, but the disease on this
Irish team has extended further. It has
infected the entire offense.
What the Irish didn’t count on, what
has spoiled what could have been a
championship season, was this: An
offense that has sputtered worse than an
old Ford Pinto.
With a flat tire.
“The thing that is bothering me the
most about our offense is we haven’t
been able to get into a rhythm,” said Lou
Holtz after the crippling loss to Ohio
State. “We haven’t been consistent, and
maybe we tried to do too many things, I
don’t know.”

While the Irish have tried to do many
tings so far the season, the problem is
that not many of them have worked.
They’ve tried to pass the ball, which
was mildly successful until Ohio State
challenged the Irish receivers to beat
them man-to-man. They couldn’t, and the
result was disastrous.
They’ve tried to run the ball, which
worked great at Texas. But against
Purdue, and would’ve worked against
Vanderbilt if Irish backs didn’t stumble
seven times. Against Ohio State, the Irish
ground game never even got started.
They’ve tried to mix it up, and while
this mix looked fluid against Purdue and
did the job against Texas, it blew up in
their faces against Ohio State.
In short, four games into the season,
they don’t even have an identity. They
are the Bill Clinton of college football.
If they can claim any sort of name,
maybe “average” would be best.
The Irish offense is currently ranked
64th out of 111 Division 1 teams in scor­
ing, sputtering its way to just 33 points
per game. Their total offense is 36th,
their passing offense 65th, and their
rushing attack, which was 9th in the
nation last season, is 20th best. They’ve
scored 10 touchdowns in four games.
Not terrible, but not great either.
Quarterback Ron Powlus has done all he
can with this offense, but many of his
teammates have let him down.
Fumbled balls, dropped passes, bad
routes and shoddy blocking have con­
tributed to the offense’s inefficiency.
The problems at receiver were expect­
ed, but the mishaps along the line and in
the backfield have come as a surprise.
There was too much depth and experi­
ence for things to go wrong.
But they have, and the Irish find them­
selves at 3-1 with a broken heart instead
of dreams of New Orleans on New Year’s eyes.
The offensive ineptitude has spoiled a
great effort by the defense, which has
been solid, and at times dominant.
The defense has allowed just 15 points per
game, with two of those games coming
against the top-ranked scoring offense of
Ohio State and the 15th ranked Texas
unit. Simply put, they have done their
job, despite the presence of more than a
few inexperienced starters.
The more veteran-laden offense hasn’t
Against the Buckeyes, their failure cost
them the game, a game in which the
overworked defense did their damnedest
to keep them in.
Perhaps Holtz said it best.
“Falling into a rhythm is really, really
important,” said Holtz. “We haven’t been
into a rhythm at all this year on offense.
And if you can’t get into a rhythm on
offense you really don’t have much of a
chance.”

Dylan
Barmmer
Assistant Sports
Editor

Emmett Mosley (5) and Robert Farmer (31) have struggled to find their niche in what was
supposed to be Notre Dame’s run for the national championship.
The competition doesn’t get any easier for the Irish running game this weekend. The Huskies are ranked 20th in the nation against the run, and feature some of the nastiest linebackers in the nation. The starting front seven for the Huskies have amassed 19 sacks and 25 tackles for losses in just four games, with monster strong-side linebacker Ink Aleaga leading the charge with seven sacks and 9.5 tackles for losses. Inside linebacker Jerry Jensen, along with Chorak, were named to the preseason list of Butkus award candidates. If the Irish are to tame Chorak and company, the banged-up offensive line will have to play to the best of their abilities, and the running back must step to the forefront and around tacklers.